Traditional supervised classification algorithms require a large number of labelled examples to perform accurately. Semi-supervised classification algorithms attempt to overcome this major limitation by also using unlabelled examples. Unlabelled examples have also been used to improve nearest neighbour text classification in a method called bridging. In this paper, we propose the use of bridging in a semi-supervised setting. We introduce a new bridging algorithm that can be used as a base classifier in most semi-supervised approaches. We empirically show that the classification performance of two semi-supervised algorithms, self-learning and co-training, improves with the use of our new bridging algorithm in comparison to using the standard classifier, JRipper. We propose a similarity metric for short texts and also study the performance of self-learning with a number of instance selection heuristics.
Introduction
A variety of supervised classification algorithms have been developed and applied successfully to problems in machine learning. Traditional supervised classification algorithms require a large amount of training examples, labelled with the correct category, to accurately classify new unlabelled examples in the future. Obtaining labelled examples is difficult, expensive and time consuming as they need to be manually labelled by a human annotator knowledgeable in the application domain.
To overcome this problem, a number of methods have been proposed. Semisupervised algorithms attempt to take advantage of the easily available unlabelled data and learn from only a small set of labelled and a large set of unlabelled data. Algorithms such as co-training 7 and expectation maximization 5 fall into this category. Active learning methods aim to increase the number of labelled examples by carefully selecting examples for hand labeling and, thus, reducing the effort needed to build a good quality training set 6 . Finally, the incorporation of background knowledge in a second-order nearest neighbour approach, called bridging, has been shown to improve text classification when only a small labelled set is available 11 .
In this paper, we propose the use of bridging in a semi-supervised setting. We introduce a new bridging algorithm which can be used as a base classifier in most semisupervised approaches such as co-training or self-learning 7 . We study the performance of both co-training and self-learning with our new bridging algorithm for text classification.
In particular, we consider the problem of classifying short text into a set of pre-defined categories, such as the categorization of the titles of physics papers into sub-topics. This is a difficult problem as each individual instance (the title of a physics paper) contains only a small subset of the large set of possible words. We show that our new bridging algorithm improves the classification accuracy of both co-training and self-learning.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in detail our proposed algorithm. In Section 3, we discuss the data preprocessing and the experimental setup. The experimental results and discussion of their implications are given in Section 4, while concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Semi-Supervised Learning in Text Classification
We first discuss the original bridging algorithm and then the proposed new bridging.
Using Background Knowledge as a Bridge
The original bridging technique was introduced by Zelikovitz and Hirsh 11 , who showed that this approach was able to improve the performance of text classification over other strong traditional approaches. The algorithm involves the use of a small labelled set and a large set of background knowledge consisting of instances that are somehow related to the real instances that are to be classified, but they do not necessarily have to be in the same format as the instances in the problem setting. For example, if we are interested in classifying the titles of physics papers, we can use the abstracts of physics papers (instead of titles) as background knowledge.
A system resembling the nearest neighbour algorithm called WHIRL was used in Zelikovitz and Hirsh
11
. Given an instance (the target instance) that needs to be classified, the bridging technique works by finding the k instances in the set of background knowledge that are most similar to it, where k is a user-specified integer. Similarly, for each of the instances in the small labelled set, the k most similar instances in the background knowledge are obtained. In this way the target instance is "linked" via the background knowledge to the labelled examples. It is assigned probability of class membership according to the class labels of the labelled data and the similarities between the target instance and the instances in the background knowledge, and the similarities between the labelled instances and the background knowledge.
The idea behind this method is that with traditional methods, poor results will be obtained if the target instance were compared directly to the labelled set, since the labelled set is so small. It may be very hard to find similar instances to the target instance, in which case classification performance will deteriorate. However, if a large dataset of related background knowledge is used as a bridge between the target instance and the labelled set, it can be very useful because there are likely to be many instances that are similar to both the target instance and the labelled set, so a connection can be made between the two. In other words, the background knowledge in the bridging process is assumed to be more information-rich than the content in the original space, so that it may reveal latent relationship among the features which may otherwise be concealed.
Clearly, for the background knowledge to be useful as a bridge, it must satisfy certain characteristics. Firstly, the background knowledge must be related to the test and labelled instances themselves. Otherwise, it will be difficult to obtain instances similar to a given target instance as well as instances in the labelled set. Secondly, the background knowledge should be large enough. Again this is necessary to ensure that instances similar to the test and labelled set can be obtained. Thirdly, for best performance, the individual instances in the background knowledge should contain a sizable amount of information. That is, a single instance in the background knowledge should contain more information than an instance in the labelled or test sets. In Zelikovitz and Hirsh 11 , the problem of classifying the titles of physics papers (which are on average 12 words long) uses abstracts of physics papers (on average 140 words long) as background knowledge.
Bridging in Semi-Supervised Algorithms
The new approach that is introduced in this paper is to use a technique similar to bridging with background knowledge and to apply it into semi-supervised algorithms rather than using only bridging as a classifier as in Zelikovitz and Hirsh
11
, or semi-supervised algorithms on their own. That is, instead of just using unlabelled data as examples that can be assigned a label and hence converted into labelled data, we propose that existing semi-supervised algorithms can also use the unlabelled data to help assign more accurate labels to the instance being assigned a class. This is possible by using the unlabelled data as an intermediary bridge between the target instance and the labelled set.
Existing semi-supervised algorithms learn from both labelled and unlabelled data by using at least one supervised classifier as a base classifier. The unlabelled data is only used for the purpose of attaching labels to them to transfer them to the labelled set. We propose that our new bridging classifier, described in the next section, is used in replacement of these supervised classifiers, so that the unlabelled data can also be used as an intermediary bridge to help in the class-assigning process.
Note that we use the unlabelled data as the intermediary bridge instead of background knowledge. As discussed in Section 2.1, background knowledge is more flexible as it is possible to use other types of data that contain more information than the instances in the problem space, however, using background knowledge would require an additional set of data to be obtained, when it is possible to simply make better use of the existing unlabelled data. In addition, trying to label different forms of background knowledge as if they were simply unlabelled data in the original problem setting was shown to give poorer results
. Figures 1 and 2 outline the new bridging algorithm. In our new bridging algorithm, the unlabelled set U contains titles instead of abstracts, since the labelled set L consists of titles. By doing this, our new bridging algorithm, which we proposed to be used as the base classifier of semi-supervised algorithms, can make better use of the unlabelled data than the semi-supervised algorithm already has. That is, the unlabelled data is not only converted into labelled data, but can also be used as a bridge to find associations between the target instance and the small labelled set, thus improving classification performance on the unlabelled set.
Input:
L: small labelled set of instances U: large unlabelled set of instances t: target instance that we wish to classify k: a positive integer parameter specified by the user C: a set of classes to categorize instances in L Algorithm: 1 Let S(x,c) be the class membership score of any instance x for class c, c∈C 2 S(t,c) = 0 3 Find the k nearest instances U t ={u i |i:1..k} in U that are most similar to t, using a similarity metric (Section 3.2) 4 Let m i be the similarity score between t and u i 5 for each instance u i in U t 6 Find the k nearest instances L t ={l ij |i:1..k, j:1..k} in L that are most similar to u i 7 Let m ij be the similarity score between u i and l ij 8 for each class c in C 9
for each instance u i in Given a target instance t to be classified (see Figure 1) , we first find the k most similar instances U t ={u i |i:1..k} in the unlabelled set U (line 3) according to the similarity metric (to be described in Section 3.2). Each of these k relationships has a similarity score m i that measures how similar the target instance t is to the unlabelled instance u i in U t . Now, for each of these k unlabelled instances, we in turn find the k most similar instances L t ={l ij |i:1..k, j:1..k} in the labelled set L (lines 5-6). Again, each of these relationships has a similarity score m ij measuring the degree of similarity between the unlabelled instance u i and the labelled instance l ij in L t . Since the labelled instances L t have known classes assigned to them, we can temporarily compute a score S(u i ,c) for each unlabelled instance u i and class c by simply weighting the class of the labelled instances by the similarity weights m ij (lines 8-13). Using these weighted scores, we can likewise weight them again by the similarity weights m i (lines 14-16) to compute the class membership score S(t,c) of the target instances t for each class c. Finally, normalization (line 17) can be performed to obtain approximate probability distributions of class membership to the various classes.
L: small labelled set of instances U: large unlabelled set of instances t: target instance that we wish to classify k: a positive integer parameter specified by the user 
New Bridging in Self-Learning
Our new bridging algorithm can be combined with any existing semi-supervised method that uses a base classifier. Probably the simplest type of semi-supervised learning is self-learning. Figure 3 gives an outline of self-learning using the new bridging algorithm. First, an instance is selected for labelling according to the instance selection heuristic being used (line 2). This instances is removed from the unlabelled set U, assigned the class as predicted by the new bridging classifier and inserted into the labelled set L (lines 5-11). The classifier is re-trained on the newly-expanded labelled set L (line 12) and the process is repeated until the labelled set grows to the required size.
New Bridging in Co-Training
We also test the performance of new bridging as a base classifier in another semisupervised algorithm: co-training 1, 7 . Briefly, co-training involves two base classifiers that have access to the same dataset, but to a disjoint set of attributes. For example, in email classification into either the spam and non-spam class, co-training may involve two classifiers, one of which is only able to 'look' at the header information of the email, while the other classifier is only able to 'see' the words in the main body of the email. Hence, these classifiers are also known as 'view' classifiers because, in this example, they both 'see' the same emails but have different 'views' of them. On each iteration of the algorithm, a classifier labels an instance from each class that it is most confident in predicting, and the classifiers take turns on different iterations. The idea behind cotraining is that the two view classifiers can help each other to learn. Consider the scenario of email classification. Suppose that the first classifier which "views" the email header is very confident in predicting the class "spam" when the word "money" appears in the header, while the second classifier is not sure based on the email body view. By transferring this example to the labelled set after a confident prediction by the first classifier, the second classifier can learn the words in the body that indicate class "spam".
Input:
L: small labelled set of instances U: large unlabelled set of instances t: target instance that we wish to classify . Both classifiers then assign each unlabelled instance a class label and corresponding probability of class membership (line 9). The instances with the highest probability of class membership for each class according to each classifier are then transferred to the labelled set (lines 13-15). This repeats until the required labelled set size is reached.
Experimental Setup
Our experimental evaluation consists of two stages. Firstly, we compare our new bridging algorithm with the original bridging algorithm as described in Zelikovitz and Hirsh 11 to see how our changes affect classification performance. Secondly, we evaluate the performance of the new bridging algorithm in a semi-supervised setting. In particular, we investigate the classification performance of the new bridging algorithm as a base classifier in two semi-supervised approaches: self-learning and co-training.
Dataset and Preprocessing
For empirical evaluation we used the Physics papers dataset collected by Zelikovitz and Hirsh (http://www.cs.csi.cuny.edu/~zelikovi/data.htm), and used for the evaluation of their original bridging algorithm 12 . It consists of the titles of 953 physics technical papers published in March 1999 in the physics paper archive. These papers are labelled into two categories: astrophysics (493 papers) and condensed matter physics (460 papers). In addition, there is unlabelled data in the form of abstracts of 1531 physics papers published in January and February 1999 that was used as background knowledge in the original bridging algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the original bridging algorithm we use titles of physics papers as labelled data and abstracts as unlabelled background knowledge, consistent with 12 . To evaluate the performance of the new bridging algorithm, we use titles of physics papers as both labelled and unlabelled data.
The data was converted into a bag of words which is the most commonly used data representation in text categorization. This involved three steps. Firstly, all unique words in the training data were identified. There were a total of 1975 unique words present in the titles. In addition, a stop words list was applied to remove common English words. Secondly, a feature selection mechanism was applied to choose the most important words and reduce dimensionality. We used Information Gain 8, 10 , which is the most popular feature selection method in text categorization, to select the top 100 words. Thirdly, each document (title or abstract) was represented as a Boolean feature vector of dimensionality 100. The features corresponded to the selected words and their values were 0 and 1 depending on whether the word was present in the document or not.
Proposed Similarity Metric
A similarity measure is needed in the bridging algorithms to find the similarity between the labelled and unlabelled instances. In the problem setting of classifying short text such as the titles of physics papers, the conventional cosine similarity metric 4,9 does not perform well. This is because when comparing two instances (i.e. feature vectors) each of them contains only a small number of the many possible words that are used amongst the instances in the dataset. Even with feature selection, there still exist many unique words in the dataset and each physics title contains around 10 words, some of which are stop words or words that have been ignored due to dimensionality reduction. Hence, the cosine similarity metric will result in two instances being considered similar when they are both missing many of the same features. We propose a simpler and computationally efficient similarity metric which is more appropriate for the context of short strings. The similarity of two titles is defined as the number of unique words that they both have. Thus, for binary representation (as in our case) it ignores the number of 0-0 matches and only counts the number of 1-1 matches. This similarity metric is the numerator of the Jaccard coefficient 9 . It is effective as unlike the cosine similarity, it does not increase the similarity of two instances simply because both do not contain a word. Of course, the cosine similarity metric has an advantage in that it decreases the similarity of two instances if one contains a word and the other does not. However, in the case of short text, such as the titles of physics papers, this latter problem is far outweighed by the former one because the titles contain so few words. In Section 4.1 we compare our simple metric with the cosine similarity metric.
Proposed Instance Selection Heuristics for Self-Learning
For the self-learning algorithm, during each iteration, an instance must be selected from the unlabelled set and transferred to the labelled set, together with its predicted class label. We compared four different instance selection heuristics to be used in self-learning. The standard method is the most-confidently-predicted heuristic, which selects the instance that is most confidently predicted according to the base classifier that is being used in the self-learning setting, which in our experiments, is the new bridging classifier.
The most non-zeroes heuristic selects the instance with the highest number of nonzero valued attributes. The intuition is that instances containing a small number of the selected 100 words (i.e. selected features) are labelled with a lower confidence, since there is less information available on which to make a classification.
In the minimum similarity heuristic, the instance that is selected for labelling is that which is least similar to the instances in the current labelled set, that is, the instance whose sum of similarities with all instances in the labelled set is the least using our similarity metric from Section 3.2. The idea is to introduce different instances into the labelled set to improve classification performance in under-represented problem areas.
The random heuristic is our baseline; it selects an instance randomly.
Performance Measure and Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate the results we computed the f1-measure which is the standard performance measure in text classification. It is an even combination of precision (P) and recall (R), and is calculated as f1=2PR/(P+R). The precision and recall values are macro-averaged 8 , that is, they are first calculated for each class and then averaged.
To evaluate all results for supervised learning we perform 5-fold cross validation. Cross validation is a standard technique in machine learning and provides a good estimate of the generalization performance of a classifier. In the standard 5-fold cross validation which is applicable to labelled data only, the dataset is divided into 5 nonoverlapping segments of equal size. A classifier is trained 5 times, each time using a different segment for testing and the remaining 4 segments for training. The performance results (f1 scores) are averaged over the 5 runs to obtain an overall performance estimate.
For semi-supervised learning algorithms, our evaluation methodology resembles 5-fold cross validation. In the semi-supervised setting, the standard cross validation needs to be modified as the learning is from both labelled and unlabelled examples, and the number of labelled examples is small. Therefore we applied the following procedure. We generated 5 non-overlapping data segments of approximately 190 examples each. The labelled set consisted of 10 instances (5 of each class) randomly taken from the first data segment. The test set was drawn from the last segment, which contained 190 examples. All remaining examples were used as unlabelled examples. Note that in each of the five runs the first and last segments are different, as is the case of standard cross-validation.
Results and Discussion

Supervised Learning Experiment
The goal of this experiment is to compare the classification performance of the original bridging and the new bridging algorithms. Recall that in the original bridging algorithm, the format of the labelled instances and the background knowledge is different, with titles and abstracts of physics papers, respectively. In the new bridging algorithm, the format of the unlabelled and labelled instances is the same, with both being titles. When computing the similarity, we tried for k-values all odd numbers from 1 to 29 inclusive. We attempt as best as possible to replicate the algorithm as introduced in Zelikovitz, Hirsh 11 but there are some noticeable differences. They use WHIRL, a system with SQLlike queries to obtain the 30 most similar instances to a given instance, whereas we use a modification of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm for various k values. They do not use feature selection, whereas we use Information Gain to select the top 100 attributes. We use Boolean values while they used tf-idf values. However, the most important characteristics of their algorithm were replicated in our experiment, namely, the use of unlabelled data as a 'bridge' to relate target instances to the labelled data. Firstly, we compare the two similarity metrics, cosine similarity and our simple similarity metric using the original bridging algorithm. The 5-fold cross validation results are presented in Figure 5 . The results show that for all values of k tested, our proposed simple similarity metric outperforms the conventional cosine similarity. As stated previously, our similarity metric is more beneficial for short text comparison because it emphasizes the shared words rather than the missing words. That is, our metric does not consider two instances to be similar when they both do not contain the same words, which is important for sparse datasets such as the one that we are using. We therefore use our similarity metric in all the following experiments. Secondly, we compare the classification performance of the original and new bridging algorithms. The line tagged with 'new |U|=752' represents the new bridging algorithm, that is, using 752 titles in the unlabelled set. The line tagged 'original |U|=1531' is the original bridging algorithm using all the abstracts available from the dataset. The line marked 'original |U|=752' represents the original bridging algorithm using abstracts in the unlabelled set, but restricted to have the same number of instances in the unlabelled set as was used in the new algorithm. The 752 instances were randomly chosen for each of the five different cross validation folds. We decided to run the original bridging algorithm with the same number of background knowledge instances (752) as were found in the unlabelled set for the original bridging algorithm, so that we could compare the two algorithms when they both had the same number of instances in their unlabelled sets. We did this to ensure a fair comparison between the original and new bridging algorithms using the same number of instances in the unlabelled set.
The results show that the performance of original bridging for two different sizes of unlabelled data is very similar (compare 'original |U|=1531' and 'original |U|=752'). Also, the new bridging algorithm as a classifier is inferior to the original bridging algorithm. This deterioration in performance is expected because each unlabelled instance in the original problem setting (titles) is a short string, and therefore has less information than each instance in the background knowledge (abstracts). This is in contrary to the assumption of bridging algorithm as stated in Section 2.1. However, the difference in performance is generally small, between 2 and 5% on the f1-measure.
We also compare the two bridging algorithms to JRipper 3 , a rule-based supervised algorithm, which has been widely used in text classification, has demonstrated strong performance, and is an extension of the Ripper algorithm, which was used for comparison in Zelikovitz and Hirsh
12
. We used its Weka's implementation 3 . Figure 6 shows that the new bridging algorithm easily outperforms JRipper, provided that the kvalue that is used is not too low. The performance of JRipper is independent of different k-values, since it is not a nearest-neighbour approach. These results are consistent with Zelikovitz and Hirsh
, which also showed the bridging algorithm to easily outperform the Ripper algorithm.
In summary, the results show that in a supervised setting, the new bridging algorithm is outperformed by the old bridging algorithm. However, both bridging algorithms are useful classifiers and outperform JRipper.
Semi-Supervised Learning Experiment
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of semi-supervised algorithms (self-learning and co-training) using the new bridging algorithm as a base classifier, and to compare this to semi-supervised learning without new bridging. To evaluate the results in all experiments with semi-supervised learning, we used the adapted cross validation procedure for semi-supervised learning as described in Section 3.4.
In both self-learning and co-training, we use as a base classifier the new bridging classifier. That is, the single base classifier in self-learning and the two view-classifiers in co-training are the new bridging classifiers. During each iteration of both self-learning and co-training, an instance is selected from the unlabelled set, labelled by the base classifier(s) and transferred to the labelled set. The base classifier(s) is/are retrained and the process continues until the labelled set reaches a pre-defined size, which in our case was 400 examples. The performance of the semi-supervised algorithms is evaluated at each iteration, trained on the current labelled set (the original and the newly labelled examples), and its performance (f1-measure) was tested using 5-fold cross validation.
For self-learning, we conducted preliminary experiments to evaluate the performance of the four instance-selection heuristics as described in Section 3.3. For the random selection heuristic, a different random sampling was used in each cross-validation run. We found that the best performing and most consistent heuristic was the most non-zeroes heuristic. The most confidently-predicted heuristic performed reasonably well, but not as well as the most non-zeroes heuristic. The minimum similarity and random heuristics performed very erratically over the different cross validation folds. Further investigation revealed that they were much more sensitive to the initial labelled set than the most nonzeroes heuristic. Based on these preliminary results we chose the most-non zeroes selection heuristics and the following graphs show results for this heuristic.
For the co-training experiment, following 2 , we randomly split the features into two equal halves before applying the same feature selection methods as discussed in Section 4.1 to both halves, resulting in two sets of 100 features. Co-training transfers the instance from the unlabelled set that its base classifiers consider to label with most confidence using the normalized class membership scores.
We use three comparison baselines for each semi-supervised algorithm. The first one is the performance of that semi-supervised algorithm on the initial labelled set (10 instances), and will be referred to as the 'small labelled set' baseline. The second baseline is the performance of the semi-supervised algorithm when trained on a random sample of 400 instances with their correct labels. We re-sampled five times to obtain different sets of 400 instances and took the average results. This baseline will be referred to as the 'large labelled set' baseline. We also compare to another baseline, where JRipper is used as the base classifiers in both self-learning and co-training. Figure 7 : Performance of self-learning and co-training using the new bridging algorithm. In Figures 7-10 , the lower horizontal line is the small labelled set baseline, the upper horizontal line is the large labelled set baseline. Figure 7 is an example of typical graphs that we obtained. It illustrates the performance of self-learning and co-training combined with new bridging for k=15. As in the supervised learning experiment, here we also used a wide range of k-values, obtaining consistent results over most of them. The only cases where performance was poor occurred when the k-values were very low, namely, below k=5. As can be seen the semisupervised algorithms using the new bridging approach are able to improve performance very quickly over the small labelled set baseline (the lower horizontal line in the figures). The performance of self-learning improves much faster than co-training. However, in this case, the dual perspectives of instances in co-training is superior over an extended time, when the performance of single-view of self-learning algorithm is capped at a lower value. For labelled set sizes of 80 or more, they are comparable and even slightly outperform the large labelled set (the upper horizontal line in all figures). Thus, the performance of the semi-supervised algorithms using 10 initially labelled and 70 or more newly labelled is comparable to using 400 labelled instances. For labelled set sizes of 70 or greater, the performance of self-learning is comparable to co-training. In Figure 8 , we again show the results of self-learning and co-training, but this time, instead of using the new bridging algorithm for the base classifiers, we use JRipper. Comparing Figures 7 and 8 , it is clear that self-learning and co-training with JRipper does not perform well for this particular dataset of short-text strings. The JRipper algorithm does not make full use of the unlabelled set in the same way that the new bridging classifier does, and therefore, struggles to label the unlabelled instances accurately.
We also compare the performance of semi-supervised algorithms under two conditions: 1) using the labels assigned by these algorithms (that is, the standard semisupervised setup), and 2) using the actual (correct) labels, that is, assuming that the labelling process were 100% accurate. Figures 9 and 10 show these results for selflearning and co-training, respectively. In the case of self-learning (Figure 9 ), there is virtually no difference between the two curves. However, in the case of co-training (Figure 10 ), there is a much larger difference, especially for the earlier iterations.
As noted in the beginning of this section, Information Gain is used to select the top 100 features for self-learning. As a result, self-learning has a consistent representation of instances, and this makes the learning process become an optimization process to assign the right labels to instances. This is illustrated by the curve of the assigned labels which follows closely to the curve of correct labels. Co-training, on the other hand, has effectively 200 features (because 100 features are selected for each equal half of randomly split features). Since each instance is now represented by two different feature sets in alternative cycles, the continuity of the search for correct labels is disrupted each time a different representation is used, hence, the gap between the two curves is much wider for co-training. Having said that, the dual views of co-training still provide a stronger model and it pays off in the long run.
Also note that the increase in performance during the early iterations is very steep for self-learning compared with co-training. The performance reaches the expected performance with a random sample of 400 instances with their true labels after only a few iterations. This suggests that the instance selection heuristic selects instances that will be most beneficial to the supervised learner. Hence good performance can be obtained with fewer labelled instances. Figure 10 : A comparison of the co-training algorithm using the labels assigned by the semi-supervised learner (bottom curve) against the actual (correct) labels (top curve).
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a new approach to improve the performance of existing semi-supervised algorithms such as co-training and self-learning. Instead of just converting unlabelled data into labelled data like in existing semi-supervised algorithms, the unlabelled data is also used to provide a link between the labelled data and the instance that is being assigned a label.
In particular, we presented the new bridging algorithm that can be used as a base classifier in most semi-supervised algorithms. We tested its performance with co-training and self-learning on the problem of classifying the titles of physics papers into physics categories. The results show that the classification performance of co-training and selflearning using the new bridging algorithm improves in comparison to using a standard base classifier such as JRipper. We also compare the performance of co-training and selflearning with new bridging against two other baselines: small and large labelled sets. In these baselines the algorithms use only labelled data, 10 and 400 instances, respectively. The results show that both co-training and self-learning using the new bridging improve quickly over the small labelled set baseline. As the size of the labelled set increases, both algorithms are able to reach and even slightly outperform the large labelled set baseline.
In contrast to a similar approach, bridging with background knowledge, which was used in Zelikovitz and Hirsh 11 but in a stand-alone application, our new bridging algorithm is used by semi-supervised algorithms. Our algorithm has the additional advantage that it is successful with data from only the original problem setting, unlike the original bridging approach, which is dependent on background knowledge from additional sources, complicating the issue of how to select appropriate data. We also proposed a simple and computationally efficient similarity metric which is more appropriate for short text classification. In addition, we studied the performance of four instance selection heuristics for the self-learning algorithm and found the most nonzeros heuristic to be most beneficial. Self-learning with this heuristic quickly achieved good performance, within only a few iterations. This implies that good performance can be obtained with fewer labelled instances because more useful instances are being selected. For our case of short-text strings, which is naturally a very sparse dataset, more can be learnt from instances with more non-zero values. In other domains, other selection heuristics may also speed up improvement in semi-supervised learning.
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